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ESTIMATES FOR FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTIONS OF

SECOND-ORDER SUBELLIPTIC DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS

MICHAEL CHRIST

(Communicated by Barbara L. Keyfitz)

Abstract. A simple proof is given of pointwise estimates of C. FefFerman and

A. Sánchez-Calle for the fundamental solution of a subelliptic, second-order

partial differential operator with nonnegative characteristic form, based on a

rescaling argument.

1.  INTRODUCTION

Let M be a C°° smooth, compact manifold of dimension n and L be a

second-order differential operator on M with real, C°° coefficients. L is said

to have nonnegative characteristic form if its principal symbol is a nonpositive

function on the cotangent bundle of M. It is said to be subelliptic if there

exists £ > 0 such that whenever n, \p g C°°(M) and rpp = r¡, then for all

0<seR and all f eC°°(M)

\\lf\\LL: < C(n , V)\\vLf\\L] + C(t]. ¥)\Wf\\2

where Ls denotes the Sobolev space of all functions possessing 5 derivatives

in L and \\f\\ denotes the V norm, with respect to some fixed positive

measure with a smooth, nowhere vanishing density on M .

We assume henceforth that L is subelliptic with nonnegative characteristic

form. The purpose of this note is to present a second proof of estimates due

to Fefferman and Sánchez-Calle [FS] for the fundamental solutions of such

operators. We believe that the new proof may be a bit simpler, both technically

and conceptually.

Fefferman and Sánchez-Calle associate to L a metric p(x , y) (in the sense

of point-set topology) on M , a family of open "balls" B(x ,r) for (x , r) G

M x (0, r0] (called standard balls in [FS]) satisfying

{y : p(x ,y)<C'lr}c B(x ,r)c{y: p(x , y) < Cr),
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and for each (x ,r) a diffeomorphism Ovr: Q <-► B(x ,r) where Q denotes

the unit cube in R" . It follows from the hypotheses that the formal adjoint L*

is also subelliptic. Therefore there exists K: 2>'(M) i-> 3f'(M) such that

LK = I + S       and       KL = I + S'

on L2, where / is the identity and S, S' map 3l' boundedly to 3 = C°° .

The distribution-kernel k(x,y) of K is C°° off of the diagonal. [FS] quanti-

fied this:

Theorem. Assume n > 3. Then

(a) \k(x,y)\<Cp(x,y)2\B(x,p(x,y))\-1

for all x ,¿ y G M. More precisely, for each e > 0 and N there exists C such

that for all x G M and r G (0, rQ],

(b) '•"2|^-'-)|.p(«Dx)a>j;)||c,{(x,y)eexe:|x_v|>£}<C.

O denotes Ov r. Illustrative examples may be found in [FS]; see also [NSW].

In the selfadjoint case the right-hand member in (a) is also a lower bound for

k , up to a constant factor [FS].

We shall derive this result as a consequence of the known fundamental prop-

erties of L , p ,{B(x ,r), <t>xr} together with simple and rather formal argu-

ments. In §2 we review the relevant properties, and in §3 present the proof.

Three disclaimers: First, our proof is not so much shorter as it might appear,

since we quote extensively from [FS] in §2. Second, the more elaborate ma-

chinery of [FS] appears also to be more powerful, so may well prove to be more

useful for other purposes. Third, our approach has the same basis as [FS], the

exploitation of uniformity under rescaling.

One of our motivations was the ingenious application of these estimates to

the study of the Kohn Laplacian on certain CR manifolds made by Machedon

[M].
Thanks are due to S. Chanillo for helpful conversations.

2. Review

In local coordinates write

i.j

with (a¡ ) symmetric and nonnegative. L is subelliptic if and only if the

system of vector fields J2 b/d¡ • J2a\ ¡d¡, ■ ■ ■ , Y^,an ¡d¡ satisfies the condition

of Hörmander, that the Lie algebra they generate should span the tangent space

at each point [FS, OR]. When L is selfadjoint with respect to the given measure

on M, p is defined as follows [FP]: £, = J2£,dj is said to be subunit at x if

(£,£,) < (a¡ ¡(x)) as quadratic forms. Then p(x ,y) < r if and only if there

exists a Lipschitz path y : [0, r] i-> M with y(0) = x,  y(r) = y, and y'(t)
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subunit at y(t) for almost all t. For the extension to general L , and for the

definition of the standard balls B(x ,r) and rescaling maps Q>x r, see [FS].

Assuming always that L is subelliptic with nonnegative characteristic form

we list basic facts, for which proofs may for the most part be found in [FS and

FP].
— 1 e

C    \x — y\ < p(x , y) < C\x - y\     for all x , y G M

for some C < oo , e > 0.

(2.1)
¡determinant^^ ,.)(>>) | ~ \B(x ,r)\    uniformly in (x ,r ,y) G M x (0 ,r0] x Q ,

and for all y &Q and multi-indices a

(2.2) |ô;determinant^r)(>>)| < CJB(x, r)\

while for all ô > 0

(2.3) \d°y(<î>x-lo<i>2êr)(y)\<C(a,ô)

on the domain of the composition.

Since n > 3 there exists â > 0 (in fact ô > 1 ) such that

(2.4) \B(x,tr)\<Ct2+S\B(x,r)\    for all / < 1.

(2.5) \B(x.2r)\~\B{x,r)\

and

\B(x,rQ)\~l.

In all such estimates we assert tacitly that the constants involved are uniform

in x,r.

Let (x , r) g M x (0, rQ], set <D = <Dx r and for / G c](Q) define

(2.6) V = f2I(/o(D-1)o(I'-

The fundamental property of the maps O is that L^ is subelliptic, uniformly

in x, r. Thus there exist ¿P^, J^ defined on those / € L (Q) supported

in Q/4, mapping to L   functions supported in Q/2, such that (uniformly in

x ,r )

(2.7) J^ , g?    are bounded in L  operator norm,

S^   is smoothing of infinite order

and for any t] ,ip G C^(Q) with nip = t], for any s >0,

(2-8) \\nf\\L¡<C\\¥L9f\\v. + C\\Wf\\2

with C dependent only on L ,s and on upper bounds on derivatives of n , y/ .

(2.7) is not explicit in [FS] but follows directly from their Corollary, page 254.
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Transfer J2^ and <8^ to operators on M by defining for each standard ball

B = B(x , r), for each / G L2(B) supported in <D(g/4) (where <I> = <bXT )

&Bf = r2ß<t,(fo<S>)o<&-[

and

so that L^Ä = I -%B. Then

(2.9) ll^/ll2<Cr2||/||2,

(2.10) ll^/lloo^Col^r'il/ll,
and there exists N, depending only on L , so that

(2.11) H^/IL < Cr2\\f\\CN(B)

for all / G CN(M) supported in <I>((2/4).   Here ||^||CW(B) is defined to be

||goO||cfl,,0). Finally K itself is bounded on L (M).

3. Proof

As in the proof in [C] of analogous estimates for the Szegö projection, the

main point is a weak fractional integration inequality.

Proposition. There exists C < oo such that for all x G M and r G (0, r0], for

all f G L2 supported in B(x , r),

\\Kf\\LHB{x.r))<Cr2\\f\\2.

Proof. To simplify notation we set r„ =1. Fix 8, a small positive number to

be chosen below.   Let r be given.   Specify m G Z+ by 0m+   < r < 8m+ .

For 0 < j < m+l  let ^ = ^B , Bj = B(x, 8J), g. = WB .  Then for any

feL2(B(x,r)),

(3.1) Kf = KL&mf + Kg?mf = (I-rS)&mf-rKë?mf.

%mf is supported in Bm , which is well inside Bm_x if 8 is small enough, so

that

r f = L&>  ,&/+& .& f.mJ m—\mJ m—\mJ

Substituting into (3.1) and iterating yields eventually

(3.2) Kf = (I + S)[&m+&m_xë?m + ---+^x---Zm]f + Kg>0i?x---ë?mf.

The main issue is the behavior of ^'.- ■ ■ %mf for 0 < i < m . Since g*+1 •••i>mf

is supported in B,+] ,

\\Zj'-%mf\\oo<C0\B]\-'W]+x---Zmf\\x

<C0(\Bj+xl\Bj\Wj+x---gJ\\oo
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so that by induction

lir.---r/ii  <c"~J+l\B.\~Il   j mJ lloo —     0 i    j'

and by one more iteration

(3.3) ^•■■^/iic"(s,)<QC~,+yr1

If N is chosen large enough then (2.11) gives

whence by Holder's inequality (twice)

W*i-i*r-*mriÜM s cc^82i(\Bm+x i/i^dii/ii,

(3.4) < CC0m-'ö2'ö(m+1-')(2+a)||/ll2

<Cg(c/)m-82m\\f\\2.

Since r5 > 0 we may choose 8 so that Co0a < 1 . Since ||^m/||2 < C82m\\f\\

and 0 m ~ r , the triangle inequality yields

Moreover since S is smoothing of infinite order,

i)

< C\BmJ12 [\\&J\\X + £ ll^^+1 •••^/ll,J

m-l

< C\Bm+x\r2\\f\\2 + C £ C"'ö2/lÄm+illl/ll2
/=i

< Cr2\\f\\2

by comparison with the derivation of (3.4). Finally

,1/2
\\K%0'-%'mf\\mBm^)^\Bm+\\       WK%'o---%mf\\L°°(M)

(M)<C|ßm+1|'/2||io--^m/||c,(

< r\R    \cm

< Cö2m||/||2

since Co0á < 1 . We have used (3.3) with i = 0 and the fact that \B(y , 1)| ~ 1

uniformly for y G M .

To deduce the Theorem from the Proposition let z e M ,r < I be arbitrary

and let O: Q •-» 5(z , r) be the rescaling map. For compactly supported / G

L2(ß) set

^(I)/ = r-2/C(/o«D-|)o<I>,

^/ = 5'(/°4>-1)o<D
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where /oO is viewed as an element of L (M), identically zero outside

B(z ,r), so that

Since |det(Z)0)| ~ \B(z , r)\ on Q , it follows from the Proposition that

\\K„f\\2 < C\\f\\2   for all feL2(Q)

uniformly in z ,r . Furthermore by (2.2) S'^ is given by integration against a

C°° kernel whose C    norm is 0(CN\B(z ,r)\) <C'N for all N,z,r.

Let e > 0 be small and consider any two Euclidean balls Qx , Q2 of radii e ,

separated from dQ and from one another by a distance of at least e . Choose

n0,nx € C™(Q), supported in {distance(x ,dQ) > e/2}, with r\i = 1 on Q2,

r\i = 0 on Qx for both i, and n0nx = n0 and \\nj\\CN < C(N ,e) for all N.

Then for any / G L2(QX) and any s>0,by (2.8),

HK»fh^CsML*K«fh + Cs.MK»fh
<cs,M(i + s^f\\L] + csjf\\2

<csjf\\2.

Therefore if k^ is the distribution-kernel for K^, so that

KJ(x) = j k<í¡(x,y)f(y)dy

in the sense of distributions, the Sobolev embedding lemma gives

(3.5) \\dxk^(x , ')\\LHQl) < Cae   uniformly in x G Q2.

Now L* is not only subelliptic, but has associated to it the same family of

balls and rescaling maps as L . Therefore by virtue of (2.1 ) and (2.2), the same

argument applies to the kernel k^(y , x) :

(3.6) ||ô;A^(. , y)\\LH(h) < C  c    uniformly in y G Qx.

It results from (3.5), (3.6) and the Sobolev embedding lemma that k^ g

C°°(Q2 x (2,), uniformly in z ,r. By (2.1) and (2.2) this is the conclusion

of the Theorem.
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